Abstract. We present a class of indecomposable polynomials of non primepower degree over the finite field of two elements which are permutation polynomials on infinitely many finite extensions of the field. The associated geometric monodromy groups are the simple groups PSL2(2k), where k > 3 and odd.
Introduction
At points in this introduction and throughout we shall refer to various linear groups for which we follow the nomenclature of [18] . (For convenience, their definitions will be summarised in Section 2).
Let Wq be the finite field of order q, a power of a prime p, and denote by F? its algebraic closure. A polynomial / (± fg) over F, is said to be exceptional if it is a permutation polynomial on infinitely many finite extensions of F9. An equivalent definition that has frequently been used (see [13, Chapter 7] , [4] , and §4 below) is that every factor Q(X, Y) (other than X -Y) of the difference polynomial ( 
1.1) <j>f(X,Y) = f(X)-f(Y)
which is irreducible over F, becomes reducible over F^, i.e., Q(X, Y) is not absolutely irreducible.
The notion of an exceptional polynomial is a strong one but it is important as a source of permutation polynomials, (see [11] ). Yet in essence, all known examples derive from two types [4] . The first comprises Dickson (Chebyshev) polynomials and incorporates powers X^_ as special cases. The other consists of linearized polynomials (additive on F9) and a class of related polynomials (called 'sublinearized' in [4] ). More precisely, a linearized polynomial has the for some linearized polynomial L and some divisor d of p* -1. Necessarily, M has degree a power of p. Exceptional polynomials can be composed to yield further exceptional polynomials and, conversely, the composition factors of an exceptional polynomial over Wq are themselves indecomposable exceptional polynomials [4] . Thus, for existence questions, it suffices to study indecomposable exceptional polynomials alone.
There is an important connection between the theory of exceptional polynomials and Galois theory (see [6, 7] ). Let t be transcendental over ¥q and x be a root of f(X) -t in some algebraic closure of ¥q(t). Denote by £2 the normal closure of the extension ¥q(x)/ ¥q(t) ; Q is a splitting field for f(X) -1 over F,(r). The group G = Gal( ß/ ¥q(t)) is called the arithmetic monodromy group of / and can be regarded as a permutation group on the conjugates of x over ¥q(t). Let ¥q be the algebraic closure of F, in £2. Then the group G = Gal(Q/F9(0) = Gal( Q]jyF7(r)) is a normal transitive subgroup of ¿7 called the geometric monodromy group of /. The quotient G/G is canonically isomorphic to Gal( ¥q/¥q),a cyclic group.
In the above association of a polynomial f with its monodromy groups, the significance of the assumption that / is indecomposable is that, as a permutation group, G is primitive (though G need not be), again see [6, 7] . For instance, if / is an indecomposable Dickson polynomial of degree n , then n is a prime (different from p) and G is cyclic or dihedral of degree n . Further, if / is an indecomposable sublinearized polynomial of degree n, then n -pm (a power of the characteristic) and G is a semidirect product ¥m x* C, with C a cyclic subgroup of GLm(p) and G acting naturally on the affine space ¥p .
Conversely, recent deep work of Fried, Guralnick and Saxl [7] (dependent amongst other things on detailed consequences of the classification of simple groups) has shown that if / is an indecomposable exceptional polynomial then, with two possible exceptions, G must be an affine group of prime power degree as described above except that C must be allowed to be replaced by a more general subgroup H of GLm(p).
The exceptions just referred to bring us to the subject of this paper. The theory of [7] left open the possibilities that, for an indecomposable exceptional polynomial /, we could have p = 2 or 3, n = deg f = pk(pk -l)/2, with k > 3 and odd and G a group normalising PSLi(pk) in its transitive representation on n points. Clearly, any polynomial like this would be most interesting and would have very special properties but it should be stressed that the group theory is permissive; it is not, in itself, indicative that such polynomials exist.
It was therefore significant when following a thorough search of polynomiLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use als of degree 28 over F2, P. Müller [17] was able to exhibit the exceptional polynomials (1.4) *28 + ;r10 + ;r = ;r(;r27-i-;ir9-i-i),
(1.5) X(X9 + X3 + I)3 and X(X3 + X + I)9 over F2 for each of which ¿7 = ¿TL2(8), G = PSL2(8) (= PGL2(S)), so that G/G is cyclic of order 3, i.e., F2 = Fg. Encouraged by this, we sought a complete family of indecomposable exceptional polynomials over F2 of degree 2fc_1(2* -1), k > 3, and odd. In this we were successful and the purpose of this paper is to present these polynomials and verify the exceptionality property. For any k > 2 we introduce the polynomial (1.6) sk(X) = *£x2i-1.
/=o
Then for any k > 2 (not necessarily odd), and any divisor d of 2k + 1, define
where cd = 2k + 1. In particular, let fk = fk>l, so that
In this notation (1.4) is fi and the polynomials in (1.5) are fiy% and 73,9.
The next examples of (1. We have stated these results separately as we will establish Theorem 1.1 initially and later extend the results to Theorem 1.2. The key to Theorem 1.1 is the factorisation of <t>fk(X, Y) (which we shall hereafter denote by <f>k(X, Y)) over F2*. The factorisation presented here was arrived at indirectly through connections with projective geometry, difference sets, designs, group theory and Dickson polynomials. Such aspects largely remain to be explored. In looking for patterns and testing hypotheses we were able to make considerable use of the programmable version of the GALOIS package developed by the second author in recent years. This is an extension of a package developed with R. Lidl for performing calculations in finite fields [10] . Specifically, the direct factorisation of 4>4 and the synthesis of the factorisation of fc through GALOIS was most helpful for our understanding of the general case. In limited attempts, we have not been able to realise any examples pertaining to PSL2(3k) in characteristic 3. There are some resemblances of this topic to the theory of Dickson polynomials of the second kind in which there are known to be special types of permutation polynomials both in characteristic 2 and characteristic 3 (see [8] ) which is suggestive but not convincing.
Finally, we believe these new polynomials will have applications to design theory, combinatorics, etc. It was not our plan to develop such here but we do record one immediate application to the construction of permutation polynomial functions on matrices over F2.
Preliminaries
We begin by assembling the definitions of the various linear groups that lie in the background of our work.
TL"(q) is the general semilinear group of invertible semilinear transformations on FJ.
Z"(q) is the group of linear transformation of F£ induced by multiplication by a nonzero element of ¥q.
GL"(q) is the general linear group of invertible linear transformations of FJj, also representable as the group of n x n matrices over F, with nonzero determinant.
SL"(q) is the special linear group of invertible nxn matrices over ¥q with determinant 1.
PTLn(q) is the projective semilinear group TLn(q)IZ"(q). PGL"(q) is the projective linear group GL"(q)/Z"(q). PSL"(q) is the projective special linear group SL"(q)Zn(q)/Z"(q). In the case of characteristic 2, with which we are mainly concerned in this paper, PGL"(q) and PSL"(q) are isomorphic. Further [18, p. 227], PTLn(q)IPGL"(q) is isomorphic to Aut(F?), a cyclic group of order k when q = pk.
Next, we clarify the two usages of the term 'exceptional polynomial' and their equivalence. Temporarily, regard the term as referring to polynomials f for which 4>f (given by (1.1)) has no absolutely irreducible factors over F,. (Of course, this ignores the obvious factor (X -Y) but the status of this factor is clear and remarks we make about the factorisation of <t>f may be easily qualified to take account of it.) The outcome of our first two lemmas (below) is that the two meanings are equivalent and we can interpret their statements with either sense.
The former of these was first established in full by the first author [3] and applies even when the degree of the polynomial is divisible by the characteristic p, which is particulars relevant here. A more elementary proof has recently been given by D. Wan [19] . Lemma 2.1. Every exceptional polynomial over ¥q is a permutation polynomial on ¥" (and so on infinitely many extensions of¥q).
The other is an implication in the opposite direction. In it the bound q > n4 can be extracted from results detailed in [13] as noted in [5] . Its exact nature is immaterial here. Lemma 2.2. Suppose that q > n4 and f isa permutation polynomial of degree n over ¥q. Then f is exceptional over ¥q.
From now on we take p = 2 and work entirely over fields of characteristic 2. For any k > 2 write (2.1) Tk(X) = X + X2 + X2l + ---+ X2/"1 so that (from (1.6)) Tk(X) = XSk(X). Then Tk is a linearized polynomial which acts as the trace function from F2* -+ F2. Observe that, from the definition (1.8), we have (2.2) fk(X) = r*(***+1)
where the value of the right side is taken to be 0 when X is specialised to 0. The action of fk on the field F22* is crucial. To this end, define
In their action on F22*, x and v represent the trace and norm functions, respectively, from F2m to F2*, in which case we can write (2.3) as One of the equivalent definitions of exceptionality mentioned in §]_involved the factorisation of f(x) + f(y) into irreducible factors in F2 and F2. In this section we establish the factorisation over F2*. As a consequence of a result in the next section, this factorisation is identical to that over F2. From this, as we have said, we can unravel some of the secrets of these polynomials. The factorisation over F2 will appear at the end of the next section. It turns out that (in addition to ( X + Y)) <f>k has 2k~l -1 factors indexed by the nonzero roots of Tk and so by the roots of Sk. We will denote the set of roots of Sk by 5, a subset of F2* (by Lemma 2.5). In the first place, regard either side of (3.4) as a polynomial of degree n -1 in X with coefficients in F22*[F] (though they are actually in F2*[yj). To establish (3.4) it suffices to show that both sides agree at any n distinct specialisations of X to F22*[y] and we select for this purpose the n distinct roots x in ¥2u of Tk(u(X)) (see Lemma 2.6). (For justification of this claim, note that from this agreement at n points, the coefficients in F22*[F] of either side can be uniquely recovered from a system of linear equations with a Vandermonde determinant of size n and rows of the form (I, x,x2,. .., xn~l) with Tk(v(x)) = 0). Next, to show that the polynomials of degree n in Y which emerge from the above process (when X has been specialised to x) are the same on both sides of (3.4), it suffices to show that (a) the n zeros of the left side of (3. A minor contribution to (a) is also immediate. For a given x, Y = 0 is obviously a zero of both sides.
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 we can summarise the remaining demands of (a) by saying that we have to show that, whenever x and y (# 0) in F2u are such that Tk(v(x)) = Tk(v(x + y))) = 0, then the right side of (3.4) (with X = x, Y = y) is also 0, i.e. Q*a(x,y) = 0, for some a £ S. We rewrite this last expression as (3.5) u(y)Uk(a2x2¡y2) = a2, a 65.
Suppose, therefore, that Tk(v(x)) = Tk(v(x + y)) where x, y (# 0) e F2> . With (3.5) in view we shall show that there exists a £ S such that (3.6) r*(a2x2/y2) = i/(y)T(x2/y2).
It would then follow from Lemma 2.5 and the fact that x is F2* -linear that (3.5) holds unless Tk(ax/y) = 0. In the latter situation, by (2.8), x/y £ ¥2k and so x(x/y) = 0. But specifically, in this case the argument below yields (3.6) with a2 = v(y), whence Uk(a2x2/y2) = 1 and (3.5) is again valid. To complete the proof, therefore, we establish (3.6) for some a in 5. By Lemma 2.3 and our assumptions, Tk(ß) = 0 for ß = i/(y)(l + x(x/y)). Set a2 = ß2 + v\y) + V(y) = "(y) + u2(y)x2(x/y). for some i, which implies / = 1 mod Q. But i ¿ 1 (since j < 2k~l + 1) and so i > 2k + 2 . Hence the right side of (4.2) exceeds 2U which exceeds the left side, a contradiction which yields the result, a Theorem 43. For any odd k>3, fk is an indecomposable exceptional polynomial over F2. It has arithmetic monodromy group G = PTL2(2k) and geometric monodromy group G = PSL2(2k).
Proof Granted k is odd, Sk(\) = 1 and so the roots S of Sk exclude both members of F2. We have to show that the outer containments of (4.3) are, in fact, equalities. As mentioned at the beginning of §2, the quotient of the outer groups is cyclic of order k. On the other hand, from the factorisation of 4>k, S ç F2. (For example, regarding x as a root of fk(X) +1 and 60(*, Y) as a polynomial in Y, its coefficients are contained in SI and so, easily, a2 £ SI.) Moreover ¥2(S) = F2» because, for instance, for any primitive root y of F2*, either y or y + 1 is in S. Hence the cardinality of G/G is at least k and the result follows. □
We comment on an analogue of Theorem 4.3 when k is even. In this case, since Sk(l) = 0, then 1 € S and so &x(X, Y) £ ¥2[X, Y] and fk cannot be exceptional (a fact we knew already from [7] ). On the other hand 6i is the only absolutely irreducible factor. We know that Theorem 4.3 remains an accurate description of the monodromy groups of fk although it does not follow in the same way from [7] . In fact, we can give a verification of these groups (whether k is even or odd) which is independent of the classification of simple groups but will leave the details to a further note. There are some differences between the even and odd cases. For example when k = 2 (so that S2(X) = X + 1), <f>2(X, Y)/(X + Y) is absolutely irreducible; yet we know that F2 = F4, a fact we shall not verify here. The next result establishes Theorem 1.1 in full. In the final section of this paper we will present examples of factorisations based on Theorem 4.5. In group theoretical terms, the total number of irreducible factors of <j>k over F2 (including X + Y) equates to the rank of the primitive group G.
The extended family
So far we have concentrated on the polynomials fk given by (1.8 ). Yet, as reported in Theorem 1.2, exceptionality is a property shared by each fk>d as defined in (1.7) for k > 3 and odd. We now justify this claim.
In fact we can demonstrate exceptionality through Lemma 2.2 without a discussion of 4>kd (which has the obvious meaning). As this approach falls just a little short of a full proof of Theorem 1.2 we outline it only.
Choose e large enough and odd so that 2e > n4, where n = 2k~l(2k -I).
For example, e = ik + 1 would do. Then (2k + 1, 2e -1) = 1. (The purpose of insisting that e be odd is to avoid having 3 = (2* + 1, 2e -1) when k is odd and e is even.) Given fkid with cd = 2k + 1, we have (d, 2e -1) = 1 and so Xd is a permutation polynomial on ¥2,. We deduce from Theorem 1.1
is a permutation polynomial on F2< and so, by the same reason, fkjd is a permutation polynomial on F2*. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that fk>d is exceptional over ¥y and so over F2 (over which it is defined). By extending this argument we can show that fktd is a permutation polynomial over F2, whenever (k, e) = 1 unless e is even and 3\d (because then X3 is not a permutation polynomial over F2<). An attack which deals even with this last situation can be based on that which exploited (1.3) to verify the exceptionality of sublinearized polynomials in [4] . Let C be a primitive dth root of unity (in F22*). Then, with g = fk , f = fk, 
Applications and examples
It was not our intent here to deal with extensive applications but we mention one that is immediate. See [1, 9, 14] . Theorem 6.1. Let k be an odd prime and set m = k-1. Then fk regarded as a scalar polynomial Junction on the ring (F2)mxm of my. m matrices over ¥2 is bijective and so is a permutation polynomial Junction. Proof. By [1] , it suffices that to show that fk is a permutation polynomial of F2,, / = I,..., m, and that the formal derivative fk does not vanish on F2y, / = I,..., m/2. Since fk is identically 1, the second condition is no restriction and the result follows from Theorem 1.1. o
We now consider some examples of the factorisations described above. In each we are factoring </>k(X, Y), and Q == 2k + 1.
• k = 2. In Theorem 4. The nontrivial factor remains irreducible in ¥l.
• k = 3. Theorem 4.5 predicts that over F2, ^3(X, Y) has a single irreducible factor of degree 27. Over the algebraic closure f^ this splits into three absolutely irreducible factors of degree 9. This is the factorisation obtained by Müller [17] . 
